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Table 9.2. Instructions for Participants on Debriefing
Details

Get familiar

Review schedule and theme questions

Study

Review your role and experiences from four perspectives:
(1) an individual participant, (2) an assigned character, (3) part of an assigned team,
(4) the simulation as a whole
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Participate in the debriefing session Listen and learn from others
Share insights
Raise questions
Be critical and creative
Suggest changes and improvements
Integrate the different aspects into a comprehensive outlook
Consider relevant inputs and ideas for preparation of final assignments and research
projects
Abide by the debriefing guidelines and schedule
Prepare your contributions for the discussion on time
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Follow instructions

the schedule and theme questions they know what to prepare and can begin their individual and team study to
increase the quality of the debriefing sessions.
Study
For a meaningful debriefing, students should revisit the
simulation project thoroughly. In doing so they refresh
their memories about experiences they have had, prepare
better products for the debriefing session if requested,
and come with new insights in retrospect. Study toward
debriefing requires students to review their role and activities from four perspectives: (1) as an individual participant, (2) as an assigned character, (3) as part of a collective representing a political or media team, and (4) from
an objective outlook on the simulation as a progressive
experience. To be able to do so efficiently, students have
to assemble all the material they have created during the
simulation, classify and analyze it before the debriefing
discussions begin, and compare it with products generated by others. This can be done by each student alone,
or jointly with teammates to reduce individual workload
and increase the quality of brainstorming with peers. The
sources students need to review for debriefing involve all
relevant products created beforehand, such as (1) individual assignments, for example, the character’s biography; (2) collective team material, for example, records
of intrateam dialogue, the joint actor portfolio, values,
goals, and policy plans; (3) interaction logs and contributions from all participants, for example, posts on the
social network platform and records of the interactions
in the world politics including statements and speeches,
negotiation summaries, drafts of documents, agreements,

treaties, or documents of disagreement; and (4) media
products, for example, documents on media strategy and
products like newspapers, photos, and video clips. After
students revisit and summarize all these sources they have
produced earlier with their peers as political characters
and media professionals, they can contribute to a lively
and productive discussion as observers in retrospect.
Participate in Debriefing
Participation requires attendance in a classroom session
that you may even broadcast live by video conference to
bring together students from afar or in one conducted on
social networks. During the session, students should listen
and think, react to the arguments and inquiries, share insights, raise critical questions, express creative ideas, and
suggest changes and improvements for simulations in the
future. Students that are naturally good speakers should
be reminded that they need to be attentive to other students, let others express their opinions, and even encourage students to share their own perspective. Debriefing
is an exchange of personal experiences with no “right”
or “wrong” ideas, so every student can participate in the
discussion and contribute to the collective overview of the
simulation project.
Follow Instructions
Coordination between students and educators affects the
success of an interactive discussion. Students must follow
instructions to prepare for, contribute to, and learn from
the debriefing. Students that disregard instructions spoil
the learning experience of all others. For example, if stu-

